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Mobile TeleSystems OJSC 
Phone (495) 766-0166, www.mtsgsm.com 

 

 

INITIAL FEES  Advance Payment 
Federal Number 

Start-up package (includes 3.00 USD on personal account) USD 6.00 
REGULAR FEES  
Monthly fees USD 0.00 
Monthly fee for the first “favorite” 1 number USD 0.00 
Monthly fee for the second/ third “favorite” 1 number USD 0.95/ 0.95 
“MTS Numbers” *, 24-hours USD 0.05 
“Weekends” **, per one calendar weekends USD 0.95 
“Night Calls” *** , weekly   USD 0.95 
International access2, monthly  USD 0.00 
International and national roaming2, monthly  USD 0.00 
Call diverting, monthly  USD 0.00 
Call waiting/holding, monthly USD 0.00 
Mobile Assistant, monthly USD 0.00 
Internet Assistant, monthly USD 0.00 
Conference call/Call transfer, monthly  USD 0.00 
Mobile office, monthly USD 0.00 
VFM (“Answer Phone”) + diverting, monthly  USD 0.00 
CLIP3, 24-hours USD 0.00 
CLIR4, 24-hours USD   0.00**** 
GPRS, GPRS-roaming USD 0.00 
SINGLE FEES  
Itemized bill (24-hours) USD 0.10 
Add/cancel services with free monthly fees  USD 0.00 
Add/cancel services 5 (incl. “MTS Numbers”) USD 0.50/0.00 
Add (change)/cancel  “favorite” 1 number USD 0.50/0.00 
Add “Weekends”   USD 0.00 
PER MINUTE FEES (incl. fax and data calls) 
Charging type/call time  Per minute/24-hours 
  Connection fees 6  Call minute 
All incoming calls USD 0.00 

Calls to MTS phones in Moscow and other Russian regions USD
Calls to other cellular and fixed line operators’ phones in Moscow and the Moscow region  USD
Calls with data transmission to 0885 (Mobile Internet, WAP) USD

0.07 

Call to “favorite” 1 numbers  USD

0.11 

0.035 

Calls to MTS phones in Moscow on weekends with “Weekends” ** USD 0.00 
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With activated “MTS Numbers” * Calls to MTS phones in Moscow 
Calls to “favorite” 1 numbers  USD 0.055 

0.0175 
Incoming/outgoing SMS (per message)7 USD 0.00/0.06 

Incoming/outgoing MMS (per message)7 USD 0.00/0. 06***** 
  

Message retrieval in mailbox  USD 0.11 0.07 VFM “Answer Phone” 
Message record in mailbox  USD 0.00 

Calls diverted  USD Under direction  8 

PACKET DATA TRANSMISSION (GPRS, i-mode)  08:00- 00:00  00:00-08:00  
Outgoing/incoming GPRS-Internet data, per 1 Mb  USD 0.25 0.10 
Outgoing/incoming GPRS-WAP data, per 10 kb  USD 0.08 
Outgoing/incoming i-mode data, per 10 kb USD 0.01 
RATES FOR LONG DISTANCE AND INTERNATIONAL CALLS9 (incl. fax and data calls) 
Russia USD 0.39 
CIS USD 0.69 
Europe USD 1.29 
Other countries USD 1.99 

Rates give in standard units excluding taxes. Charging in Rubles under the operator’s rate. 1 standard unit equals 1.00 USD in Rubles under the internal operator’s rate on the payment day.  The internal operator’s rate is 28.7 
Rubles per 1.00 USD 
*50% discount on calls to MTS phones in Moscow, including per minute call fees and connection fees, is offered to users with the MTS Numbers service. For more information, visit www.mtsgsm.com 
**Available during calendar weekends until August 27, 2006. Charged  for the coming weekends while activating, then weekly on Saturdays .For more information, visit www.mtsgsm.com 
***Available from Monday to Friday from 00:00-08:00 to September1, 2006. Fees for the first week are charged whil signing up, then weekly on Mondays.  For more information, visit www.mtsgsm.com 
****Free until August 31, 2006. The CLIR service fee is 0.10 USD 24-hours from September 1, 2006.  
*****From 1 to 31 August, 2006. From September 1, 2006 the outgoing MMS message fee will be 0.19 USD 
1. “Favorite” numbers are phone numbers of MTS users in Moscow and the Moscow region.   
2Contact MTS’ salons-shops with your identification papers to receive the international access and international and national roaming service.  
3Only identification of MTS phones guaranteed in Moscow and the Moscow region . 
4Mobile numbers cannot be identified by ANI mobiles. 
5Relates to services with monthly fees over 0.00 USD that can be added at MTS salons-shops, MTS contact centers, via Mobile Assistant and Internet Assistant.  
6The connection fee is added to the current charged outgoing call fee over 3 seconds.   
7Rates given for outgoing/incoming SMS/MMS messages to/from cellular operator’s phones. Otherwise, rates charged separately, including sending/receiving SMS/MMS messages by MTS’ quick dial numbers (from three to six 
digits). 
8Diverted calls are charged according to the direction, equals to the outgoing call fee to the diverted number (under the user’s tariff plan). 
9Rates given for the international/long distance component of the call, excluding the local component (calls to PSTNs in Moscow). All components are summed up while charging the call. Long distance and international calls are 
rounded up to the nearest minute; the free limit is 3 seconds.  
All outgoing calls exceeding free limits are rounded up to the nearest minute. The free limit for calls under all directions is 3 seconds. 

The start-up package includes the following regular services: monthly fees, Mobile Assistant, Internet Assistant,  Call diverting, Call waiting/ Call holding, Conference call, Call transfer, Mobile office, SMS, GPRS, CLIP.  Calls to 
federal numbers of other cellular operators’ phones are charged according to the region’s direction.  
When retrieving VFM “Answer Phone” messages, the whole VFM session exceeding the free limit is charged.  If VFM is not used for over two calendar months, it is presumed the user wishes to cancel the service. 
The charging interval with GPRS-Internet data transmission channels is 1 kb, GPRS-WAP data transmission is 1 kb, i-mode is 1 kb. 1 kb = 1024 bytes; 1 Mb = 1024 kb. Free outgoing/incoming data is as follows: GPRS-Internet – 
0.00 kb, GPRS-WAP – 0.00 kb, i-mode – 0.00kb.  Outgoing/incoming data is charged separately according to every direction within a session.  Rates are valid until December 31, 2006. 
Incoming/outgoing data/fax transmission is charged according to voice transmission rates under the tariff plan. If MTS charged services are not used for 180 days, it is presumed the user wishes to cancel the contract. Users can 
switch  to the “First” tariff plan by sending a free SMS “007” to 1771. Switching fee is 1.00 USD and available to December 31, 2006. Users on the “First” tariff plan are offered the free single switch to the “Favorite”, “All Own 
People”, “Universal”, “Practical” and “Basic”  tariff plans.. Itemized billing monthly, itemized balance report, bill delivery monthly and by e-mail, call barring, VFM “Secretary”, quick dial number, as well as data/fax transmission 
(with extra number), fax without telephony, data transmission without telephony, voluntary blocking and CLIR by request is not provided.  
The connection fee is the fixed component of the connection fee charged at the same time with payment by time for each connection over 3 seconds . The total connection fee is determined according to its length and is the 
amount of the connection fee and the connection fee under the tariff plan (minute/second).  Due to the peculiarities of radio transmission and territory relief, the borders within the Moscow and other regions can overlap. 
Rates apply from August 1, 2006 only within Mobile TeleSystems’ coverage zone (in Moscow and the Moscow region). 


